
Event Sex Qual / Heat / Final Bib number Athlete's name

INF ADV DQ RULE
142.4

144.2(a)

144.2(b)

144.2(c)

144.2

145.2

INF ADV DQ RULE

162.5(a)

162.5(b)

162.5(c)

162.7

162.10

163.2 b)

163.3 a)

163.5

163.6

168.6

168.7

168.7(a)

168.7(b)

169.7

169.7(a)

169.7(b)

170.4

170.6 a)

170.6 b)

170.6 c)

170.7

170.8

170.9

170.10

170.11

170.15a)

170.15b)

170.18

170.20

170.21

INF ADV DQ RULE

180.1

180.2

180.3(a)

180.3(b)

180.17

187.4(a)

187.8

INF ADV DQ RULE

200.11

230.6(a)

230.6(c)

230.9(e)

230.12

240.8

240.10

TURKISH ATHLETIC FEDERATION / ANKARA

IAAF RULES
CHECK LIST / NOTIFICATION FORM

    Date :      /     / 201       Time : 

GENERAL COMPETITION RULES

Failure to participate after confirmation/qualifying (includes failure to compete honestly with bonna fide effort)

Pacing in races (by people not participating in the same race, athletes lapped or about to be lapped or technical device)

Possession or use of video, cassette recorders, radios, CD, radio transmitters, mobile phone or similar devices

Use of technology/appliance providing the user with an advantage which he would not have obtained using the equipment specified 

in the Rules

Giving or receiving assistance from within the competition area during an event

Warning/Disqualification from an event/Disqualification for unsporting or improper behaviour. Please explain below

TRACK EVENTS

Abort the start after the command "on your marks" or "set", without a valid reason ((In the opinion of the Referee)

Fails to comply with the commands “On your marks” or “Set”/not place in his final starting position after a reasonable time.

After the command “On your marks” or “Set” disturbs other athletes in the race through sound or otherwise

False start - Individual events / Combined events.

Split start - Athlete in the outer group to join the athletes using regular start before breakline.

Jostling or obstruction

Lane infrigment

Leaving the lane before the breakline

Leaving the track and returning to the race

Running out of lane

Hurdles - Hurdle(s) not jumped. Identify which one(s):__________

Hurdles - Trails foot/leg below horizontal plane of the top of the hurdle. Identify which one(s):_____________

Hurdles - Deliberately knocking down the hurdle(s). Identify which one(s):__________________

Steeplechase Races - Not go over or through the water or not jumped the hurdle. Identify which one(s):______________

Steeplechase Races - Steps to the one side or other of the water jump

Steeplechase Races  -Trails foot or leg below the horizontal plane of the top of the hurdle. Identify which one(s):_________

Relays - Check-mark - More than one; Outside his own lane; > 5cmx40cm

Relays - Baton not carried by hand

Relays - Baton handed with gloves or substances

Relays - Baton dropped not recovered by athlete who dropped it / lessen distance to be covered / not return to drop point

Relays - Baton - Early / late take-over

Relays - Obstruction - Impede a athlete by running out or lane or position

Relays - Assistance by pushing or by any other method

Relay Races - One leg per athlete/ More than two additional athletes used as substitutes

Relay races - Changes in the composition of the team after final confirmation

Relays (4x400) - Breakline infringment (2nd leg)

Relays (4x400) - Breakline infringment (1st leg)

Relays - Commence running more than 10m outside the take-over zone

Relays (4x400) Waiting athlete exchanging positions at the beginning of the take-over zone

Relays (4x400)  - Jostling/obstructing during take-over

FIELD EVENTS

Throws - Practice trials out of draw order and/or not under the supervision of the Judges

Practice (using the runway or take-off area; implements/poles; the circles or the ground within the sector with or without implements) 

after the beginning of the competition.

HJ, PV, LJ e TJ - Use of more than 2 markers or markers not supplied or approve by the organisation

HT, DT and SP - Use of more than 1 marker or marker not placed in the area immediately behind or adjacent to the circle

Absence during Competition - leave the immediate area of the event during the progress of the competition

Throws -  Use of any device of any kind (ex. taping of two or more fingers together or using weights attached to the body) which provides assistance

Spray or spread any substance in the circle or on his shoes or roughen the surface of the circle

Road races - taking refreshment out of official station

Road races - shortening the distance to be covered

DETAILS OR DESCRIPTION OF THE NOTIFICATION

OTHER RULES

Combined Events-Fail to attempt to start or make a trial in one of the events

R.Walking-Disqualification for "lost of contact" or "bent knee", ordered by the RWJ

R.Walking - fails to leave the course or track after immediately being disqualified or to remove the distinguishing bibs (course)

R.Walking - taking refreshment out of official station

R. Walking - Shortening the distance to be covered

Samuel Lopes ( Chief ITO )


